We go to

great lengths
for our customers!
Specializing in trenchless technology,
Laney Directional Drilling Co. is a leading
global Horizontal Directional Drilling
company. Laney is the only U.S. HDD
company providing integrated engineering, design and HDD construction
services. Laney specializes in servicing
pipeline operating companies and pipeline
contractors with long, complex, challenging, or small scale HDD requirements. No
project is too big or too small. Laney
assists in the installment of infrastructure
such as oil and gas pipelines, telecommunications conduits, water lines, sewer lines
and environmental remediation casings.
Laney, known for its innovation and being
a trenchless technology pioneer, is also
one of a few North American companies
experienced with Direct Pipe® trenchless
technology. Laney operates HDD rigs from
30,000 lbs. to 1.7 million lbs, as well as a
Direct Pipe thruster and steerable tunnel
boring machine (TBM).

WHY CHOOSE US?
We are presently operating
HDD rigs capable of completing projects both large and
small with pipe sizes up to 60
inches in diameter and HDD
lengths over 15,000 ft.

HDD
Horizontal Directional Drilling (HDD) is a trenchless method of installing pipelines and
conduits in the areas where traditional open cut excavations are not feasible and/or not
desired for environmental and/or constructibility reasons. It is commonly used for the
installation of pipelines beneath rivers, highways, railroads and other environmentally
sensitive areas, or areas where the topography or site conditions along a proposed
alignment conflicts with conventional cut and cover installation practices. During the HDD
process, a pilot hole is first drilled along a predetermined path. The pilot hole is then
enlarged in single or multiple steps (reaming passes) to accommodate the pullback of the
carrier pipe into the enlarged hole.

CONTACT US
831 Crossbridge Drive
Spring, Texas 77373
281-540-6615
LaneyDrilling.com

• Large Rigs: large rigs with pullback of 180K • Small Rigs: small rigs with pullback 100K or
to 1.7M. 4 to 60-in. in diameter up to 15,000
less. Vermeer D100x140 with small utility and
ft. Soft soil to hard rock with ten to twelve
midstream focus. Soft soil to hard rock with
people per crew.
four to six people per crew. Our Vermeer rigs
are also used for completion of road boring.

